2023 Summer Research & Creative Achievements Forum Application

Block 4

The 2023 Summer Forum will be an in-person exhibition to showcase the scholarship and creative activities of undergraduate students. The event will take place 12:30-5:00 pm, Thursday, July 27th in Memorial Union.

It is imperative that, prior to starting the application for the 2023 Summer Research & Creative Achievements Forum, you work with your research mentor to gather and confirm the following information:

- Review the submission categories to determine which one best fits your submission
- Confirm the appropriate listing of your faculty mentor's full name and academic department (NOT grad student or post-doc mentors)
- Look up, or double-check, the official listing of your academic major(s)
- Determine your presentation title (15, or fewer, words)
- Identify all co-presenters and co-authors. *Each co-presenter must apply separately for the Forum*
- Are you presenting as a group or individually?
- Determine the appropriate listing of all authors (Presenter, Co-authors, Mentor)
- Identify the preferred presentation format: poster/display or short-oral
- If you receive any compensation for your work, confirm the source of that funding
- Obtain faculty mentor's permission for your abstract/artist statement to be published online
- Confirm that your abstract/artist statement is ready to upload
  - Maximum of 300 words (NOT including name, title, presentation date)
  - Word or PDF file
  - Named using file-naming convention: LastName_AbstractTitle (Ex: TigerT_Abstract.doc)
  - Abstract/artist statement includes the presenter's name and project title
To learn more about the application process, please visit the Office of Undergraduate Research website. For guidance on preparing for the Forum, please visit the OUR website for assistance. Contact us at ugr@missouri.edu if you have any questions.

Thank you,
Office of Undergraduate Research

Default Question Block

Your Name and Information

First Name
Last Name
PawPrint
Student #

Please enter your MU Email address.


Please confirm your MU Email address.


Are you a visiting scholar conducting research over the summer at Mizzou?

☐ Yes
☐ No

What is your home college/university?
What is your major?

Do you have a Second Major? *(Please do not list minors or certificates)*

- Yes
- No

What is your second major?

Academic level

- Freshman
- Sophomore
- Junior
- Senior

Anticipated graduation date:

- December 2023
- May 2024
- December 2024
- May 2025
- December 2025
- May 2026
- Other
Primary Faculty Mentor Name

First
Last

Please enter your Primary Faculty Mentor's email address
(Email address should be similar to this example: DoeJ@missouri.edu OR DoeJ@health.missouri.edu)

Please confirm your Primary Faculty Mentor's Email address

Faculty Mentor's Primary Department (This is typically where their office is located.)

College or School
Department

Do you have a 2nd faculty mentor?

☐ Yes
☐ No

2nd Mentor's Name

First Name
Last Name
Email Address
2nd Mentor's Primary Department (*This is typically where their office is located.*)

College or School

Department

Student Funding Source - Is to acknowledge any funding that provided direct support for the STUDENT to complete the project in the form of a stipend, scholarship, or salary. It is not to acknowledge funding for supplies, travel, or to support the PI/mentor. *If you are getting support from your mentor, please talk with your mentor about the source of your funding.* A few common funding sources are listed below. **Typically, half of the students do not receive any funding, so it is not unusual to indicate you are getting no funding.**

If you are getting funding from two sources and your mentor wants both listed, please choose "OTHER" and provide the names of all of your funding sources.

- I am not receiving any funding to conduct my research/scholarly/artistic project
- A&S Summer Undergraduate Research Exposure Program
- ASH Scholars
- BioInformatics and Plant Sciences (BIPS)
- CAFNR Undergraduate Research Internship
- Cherng Summer Scholars - Honors College
- College of Engineering Undergraduate Research Fellowship
- Discovery Fellowship - Honors College
- Ellis Fischel Cancer Center Summer Program
- Journalism Summer Fellowship
- Kappa Omicron Nu, National Honor Society for the Human Sciences
- Kinder Institute for Constitutional Democracy
- McNair Scholars Program
- MARC/IMSD – NIH-funded Maximizing Access to Research Careers/ Initiative for Maximizing Student Diversity
- Medical School Summer Research Program
- MOLSAMP - Missouri Louis Stokes Alliance for Minority Participation
- MU ARTSS Summer Program
- Nutrition & Exercise Physiology Research Internship
- REU AI Enabled
May your abstract be published online and publicly accessed? **IMPORTANT - confirm this detail with your mentor!**

- Yes
- No

You have selected that your abstract and project CANNOT be published online. This means that:

- You will present your research in-person on Thursday, July 27th at Memorial Union.
- Your online archive will only include the title of your project, the names of all authors, your mentor's name, and listing of funding sources. Your abstract will NOT be displayed on the online platform.
Block 3

Under which category does your project fall? (Select one - You should have confirmed this with your mentor.)

- Engineering
- Physical & Mathematical Sciences
- Life Sciences
- Behavioral/Social Sciences
- Applied Design
- Artistic Expression
- Humanities

Rather than a poster, would you be interested in giving a short (5-8 minute) oral presentation instead? (There are a limited number of oral presentation slots available, so it is possible that even though you select 'YES' you may still have to do a poster presentation.)

- Yes
- No

Do you need the use of a small side table to display an object for your presentation? (There are limited tables available.)

- Yes
- No

Please tell us why you need a side table.
Please rank your preferred presentation sessions - (with '1' being the MOST preferred and '3' being the least preferred). Drag and drop them to be in the correct order for you.

12:00-1:30 pm  
1:30-3:00 pm  
3:00-4:30 pm

Presentation Title (up to 15 words)

Is this a capstone project?

- Yes  
- No

For which capstone class? (i.e. Mgmt 4970, Plant Sc 4950)

List all authors (Your name should be listed first, your faculty mentor's name listed last, and co-authors listed in the middle.)

Some examples: (The student is Jennifer, the mentor is Javier, a grad student is John, and another undergraduate is Julie)

1) Jennifer Anderson and Javier Bolton
2) Jennifer Anderson, John M. Campbell, and Javier Bolton
3) Jennifer Anderson, John M. Campbell, Julie Diamond-Evans, and Javier Bolton

Please do NOT use Dr. in the list of authors.
Do you have co-presenters for this research?

☐ Yes
☐ No

Are presenting this research as a group, or individually?

☐ As a group (each presenter will still need to register individually even though you are presenting as a group.)
☐ I am presenting this research by myself

Please provide the names of your undergraduate co-presenters so we may cross-check our lists.

Each co-presenter must submit their own Forum application form by the deadline.

The title and abstract should be the SAME for all co-presenters. The order of the list of authors should be changed so that each student is listed as FIRST author on their own submission.

Upload your project abstract/artist statement as a WORD or PDF document only. The length of your abstract/artist statement may be up to 300 words, not including the title, author names, and presentation date.

(IMPORTANT! Make sure that your file is named appropriately! YourLastName-AbstractTitle)

Please use the first 10 characters of your abstract title.

For example: Anderson-TeenStress. If you have co-presenters you may select one student name to name the abstract file.

Do you wish to have your presentation critiqued by judges and receive the feedback after the Forum? (We are limited in the number of presentations that may be reviewed. Each presentation will have at least 3 unique reviews.)

Yes
No